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Aluminum alloys are well suited for a variety of casting processes, due to their excellent fluidity 
and as-cast strength. In many applications, near-net-shape aluminum alloy castings are produced, 
which yields maximum economic benefit to the manufacturer.  
 
The use of chills in industrial castings is commonly used to achieve directional solidification, 
which ensures that critical regions of a casting receive sufficient liquid metal feed during 
solidification, thereby minimizing formation of various casting defects. The use of chills, 
however, promotes formation of non-uniform grain structure, which influences the local 
distribution of second phases, intermetallic compounds and the resulting mechanical properties 
of the casting. Also, chills may lead to the evolution of residual strains and crystallographic 
texture in a casting, which may be deleterious or beneficial to the final casting mechanical 
performance. If the isotropy of mechanical properties and texture are not evaluated and 
controlled, the benefits of using smart-chills may be lost. Project CNBC-0994 focused on 
performing neutron diffraction studies to quantify and relate residual strain and crystallographic 
texture to casting process parameters and chill conditions.  
 
In this work, three castings were produced and investigated: 

1) Casting without a chill 
2) Casting with a copper chill at 175 C 
3) Casting with a water-cooled chill 

 
The results of strain measurement from (111) crystallographic planes are provided in the figure 
below. The ND strain results confirm that the localized chilling of the casting had a profound 
influence on the homogeneity and magnitude of the residual strain. 
 
Texture analysis of the casting near the chill (casting “front”) and the casting far away from the 
chill (casting “rear”) revealed that placement of a chill has also locally influenced evolution of 
crystallographic texture. Far away from the chill, however, random texture was observed. 
 
These results are currently being correlated to solidification kinetics of the B319 alloy and the 
alloy microstructure. 
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